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INTRODUCTION

The National Mapping Program, a Geological
Survey responsibility within the Department of
the Interior has been established to serve the
basic cartographic data needs of the United States.
The program includes the activities for making
basic cartographic data and a family of general-
purpose base maps available to users. Most of
the features shown on the maps, such as roads,
buildings, relief, streams, lakes, and shorelines,
are identified as base categories of map data.
Other map data of public value are to be incorpor-
ated but identified as nonbase categories. The
Geological Survey is responsible for the base
categories of data for the National Mapping
Program and will collect and make the data avail-
able in forms that contribute to timely and
efficient use. In the past, the USGS cartographic
data base has been exclusively graphical, in the
form of topographic map sheets. However, with
the ever-increasing demand for cartographic data
in machine-readable form and the rapid growth in
automated cartography, USGS is developing a
Digital Cartographic Data Base (DCDB) as a part
of the National Mapping Program.

DCDB DEVELOPMENT

The base data categories of the National
Mapping Program include reference systems.
Although the Public Land Survey (PLS) network is
excluded from base category status, PLS data haqe
not been ignored, particularly since the topogra-
phic base maps include a cartographic represen-
tation of PLS. The areas and boundaries defined
by PLS are the responsibility of the Bureau of
Land Management.

DCDB will include corner and closing-point
data and monument data in addition to boundary
lines and enclosed areas where the data are avail-
able. Land grant areas, such as those in
Louisiana and California, and new protracted
survey data will also be included as required.
All data will carry codes indicating accuracy of
the coordinates, agency source, and year field
checked. Section-corner data will include type
of monument and method of map location if avail-
able. It must be emphasized that even though
USGS includes PLS data in the DCDB, the data have
no legal validity, either explicit or implicit.
Responsibility for legal description and position
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ABSTRACT

The National Mapping Program includes the
activities for providing basic map data and a
family of general-purpose maps. The U.S.
Geological Survey is developing a Digital Carto-
graphic Data Base (DCDB) within the National
Mapping Program to include such features and
reference systems as the public land survey net-
work, State and county boundaries, transportation
systems, and hydrography. Although the public
land survey network is administered by the Bureau
of Land Management, it is included as a DCDB
component because of its relationship to almost
all cultural development beyond the thirteen
original States. Such data included in DCDB have
no legal status and are intended for display and
map reference only. The interrelationship of
these categories, particularly of the first three,
requires care in structuring the digitized data
so that valuable time is not wasted in producing
cartographic spaghetti. This paper presents some
ideas about structuring the components of DCDB.
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of section corners remains with the Bureau of Land
Management. PLS data in the DCDB will be solely a
digital representation of the graphically displayed
network on standard topographic maps.

Another base category concerns State and
county boundaries, specifically the boundaries of
the 50 States and the county boundaries within
each State. One approach will be to describe
States and counties as areas enclosed by boundary
lines and define the boundary lines as to type
(State, county) and feature identification where
the lines correspond to physical features, such
as rivers or highways. The areas will be des-
cribed by FIPS codes, and access to the data will
be through the FIPS codes or geographic coordinates.

The next closely related category is the
transportation network. This category could
contain primary elements, such as roads, railroads,
and poweCilines and pipelines. The type of road
will need to be considered--limited access, heavy
duty, medium duty, light duty, and unimproved.
Several classifications for roads are in use, and
it will be a goal of DCDB to identify and integrate
them. The DCDB will also need to provide for the
recording of single and multiple track standard-
gage railroads and selected pipelines and power-
lines.

The last category to be studied is surface
hydrography. The category normally includes all
perennial drains, intermittent drains longer than
600 meters, and perennial open water with a mini-
mum dimension of 15 meters.

DATA STRUCTURE

The concept of the DCDB is to be an integrated
data base directed not only at map production but
also at direct application to problem solving.
The development is beginning to focus on organi-
zation, entry, maintenance, access, and display
of digital cartographic data as a user product.
The potential benefits will only be realizable if
the data are structured (organized) in a way that
meets the system objectives. One objective of the
DCDB will be to provide easy data entry, access,
and retrieval. Since it is to be an active,
working data base, the data must be organized so
as to minimize massive searches for data access,
updating, and retrieval.

In 1970, a Geographic Base File was developed
by the Census Use Study, sponsored by the Bureau
of the Census, using a technique called Dual
Independent Map Encoding or DIME. The geographic
base file, commonly referred to asGBF/DIME, is
characterized by an editing capability that
improves the accuracy of the files.

The principle underlying the GBF/DIME files
is derived from graph theory. Each street, river,
railroad, tract, municipal boundary, or other
feature that bounds a census block can be con-
sidered as one or more straight line segments.
Curved streets and similar features can be divided
into series of straight line segments. Where
streets or other features intersect or change
direction, node points are identified. Figure 1
illustrates street segments and nodes.

A GBF/DIME file is built up in a street-
segment routine in which each segment record con-
tains the appropriate codes for both sides of a
street between two nodes. Uniquely identifying
each segment, each node, and their geographic
relationships provides a description that can be
checked by computer for accuracy.

USGS has tested some aspects of the DIME
system in the first efforts to collect digitized
PLS data. In considering topological structure,
we find that the relatedness of features can be
expressed in two-dimensional space by the inter-
sections or junctions of like or unlike features.
These intersections or junctions, in the DIME
notation, are defined as nodes. In the context
of PLS data, if each node is assigned some sort of
identification and has a spatial reference, such
as geographic coordinates, then a group of points
forms a topological framework to which other data
can be related. The PLS could then be a building
block for other categories, such as State and
county boundaries. Figure 2 illustrates nodes
identified in a land-net. In DIME notation, the
digitizing record does not merely contain infor-
mation about a single feature, such as a section
corner, but instead the individual features are
coded with their topological relationships to
other features. In the digitizing record (fig. 2),
we see that the land line will be digitized as
line segments. Each segment carries identifiers
for a pair of nodes at the ends and a pair of
polygon features for the sides. The advantage in
digitizing in DIME format is that the DIME struc-
ture allows for topologically based file verifi-
cation by computer.

The digitizing records are bulky. Moreover,
because the file will be fragmentary, directories
linking segments together into a complete PLS unit
are almost as large as the file itself. Hence,
in a data reduction phase, the digitizing record
will be processed to form a section directory and
a coordinate directory (fig. 2). These two
directories will be the data base record. The
data base structure of PLS will become, in fact,
a point directory file, with the result of im-
proving retrieval and area-computation operations.
As a result of using DIME notation, feature data
need not be digitized more than once, thus elimi-
nating the messy process of editing coordinate
pairs common to several sections.

The .data structure for State and county
boundaries is expected to be much like that of the
PLS system. However, a chain directory must be
included for handling a string of related points
that define a feature from node to node; these
are called chains. Figure 3 illustrates the chain
identifier for a string of points between nodes.
A chain therefore represents a line segment
between two nodes. In general, any random line
can be defined by a chain.

With points, nodes, and chains defined, the
structure for transportation and hydrographic
features is simple. Networks of roads and drains,
which can be identified as networks, will appear
in a network directory as two specific types, a
branch network for hydrographic features and
block networks for transportation features. The
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directory will permit important name identifiers,
such as Interstate and State route numbers, to
become descriptors for data retrieval. (See fig. 4)
Similarly, name identifiers, such as those of
drainage basins and major river networks, will be
descriptors for data retrieval in the surface
hydrography category. Figure 5 illustrates points,
nodes, and chains used to define point and line
features in a drainage network.

The data base structure is summarized in
fig. 6. Note that coordinate-level information
of the several categories is retrieval through
directories that also link the categories to
each other.

It is important to understand that points,
chains, and chain groups can be shared by almost
any number of features. This structuring tech-
nique will enable potential users to obtain copies
of the point, chain, and node data and establish
their own higher order directories for special
use without redigitizing the basic data.

RETRIEVAL METHODS

Digital and graphic data in the DCDB will be
made available to users through the National
Cartographic Information Center (NCIC). Requests
will be handled by a combination of index graphics
of approximate coverage over geographic areas and
detailed computer data base search and retrieval
routines. Identification of subsets of the data
base, by both locational and feature criteria,
may be derived from the DCDB.

Digital data will be collected in files with
each file containing information for one carto-
graphic unit (CU). For the present, a CU will
consist of a 7.5-minute quad sheet. Although
USGS has chosen that format as the CU, the DCDB
will be designed with enough flexibility to accom-
modate other formats on retrieval. For example,
if the user required PLS data in township format,
then as many as four CUs may be needed to complete
one township. (See fig. 7.) Through the use of
directories, data can be retrieved for reformat-
ting into townships. The processing to merge the
separate data sets is aided by the false corners
that appear in adjacent CUs. Similarly, the need
to plot particular sections or irregular sections
is simple with this data structure. Area groups,
such as counties, States, and sections, established
in a way similar to networks; that is, a complete
closed area is identified at the chain-group level,
county or land grant. These smaller units can
then be aggregated into States, national parks,
management areas, or whatever the user requires.

SUMMARY

The Digital Cartographic Data Base (DCDB),
to be developed and maintained by the U.S. Geol-
ogical Survey, will be a standardized source for
base categories of digital cartographic data,
principally for the United States. The DCDB will
provide selected cartographic data in digital
format to meet known requirements and organized to
expand and evolve as users gain experience with
digital data and refine their requirements. Inclu-
ded among base map categories will be Public Land

Survey (PLS) data. Although the digital PLS have
no legal status but represent in numerical forms
the surveys as shown on topographic maps, they can
be used for computations, statistical analyses,
graphical outputs, and other user requirements. A
pilot project will also include data for State and
county boundaries, transportation networks, and
surface hvdrography.
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